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20. Abstract (continued)

test was conducted at the Naval Supply Center, Norfolk, Virginia, and at an
anchorage off Ft. Story, Virginia, during August, 1976.

The pretest was the first time a LASH vessel was solely dedicated
to a military exercise. As a result, besides providing a means to evaluate
certain LOTS capabilities, the pretest provided the means to accomplish a num-
ber of major objectives including for the first time:

0 Use of the LCM8 lift beam (a national defense feature
developed by MARAD) to load and off-load any LASH ship,

* Use of the LCM8 lift beam on a C8 type LASH vessel,

* Military equipment deck-stowed on a LASH ship,

* Equipment other than barges off-loaded by the LASH
barge crane into lighters in a seaway, and

a Military landing craft, LCM8 and LCU, employed in
the discharge of cargo from a LASH ship.

Major LOTS equipment items selected for the pretest were a partially
disassembled 140-ton capacity truck crane, the carrier of a disassembled 300-
ton capacity truck crane, an LCM8, a container sideloader, a 4 x 10 causeway
with 30-ton capacity crawler crane aboard, an LCM6 modified as a warping tug,
and a 3 x 15 causeway section. The test load also included four LASH barges
with military vehicles and palletized cargo.

A major revelation during the pretest was the failure of the Alliance
barge crane on the LASH ITALIA to mate with the LCM8 lifting beam. The beam
is a box girder attached athwartship on the barge crane and is necessary to
adapt the ship for lifting cargo other than barges. A pierside modification
was made to the gantry crane's gathering cones by trimming their inboard lips
4tin a cutting torch. The need to make the alteration was due to a difference
in LASH gantry cranes from the one involved in the original LCM8 lift beam
test made in 1974 under MARAD sponsorship.

A major error was also found in the overhead clearance used for planning.
The vertical distance between the LASH gantry crane and the deck hatch covers
was determined to be 4 ft greater than planned. Verification of clearances
will require actual measurement on each ship.

A major test event was the certification testing of a specially
designed causeway lifting frame employing a cantilever principle. The lift-
ing frame was attached to two LCM8 lift beams, modified for this test with the
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20. Abstract (continued)

addition of new lifting points and padeyes. The lifting frame, developed to
hoist equipment which have centers of gravities that can not be positioned under
the ship's barge crane, failed to load a simulated 3 x 14 causeway warping tug
but did load a 3 x 15 causeway section. The causeway lifting frame was certi-
fied by the American Bureau of Shipping for lifting 70 long tons. An analysis
of the failure and the successful lift are set forth in this report.

There were two add-on features to the LASH pretest: the establish-
ment of a floating cargo transfer platform about 800 yards off-shore, and use
of a mobile Standard Port System (SPS) terminal on the beach. LASH barges
were towed to the floating platform where cargo was transferred by an embarked
30-ton crane to LCM8s and LCUs for movement to the beach. At the beach cargo
was documented and movement control was exercised using the mobile equipment.
Moderately unfavorable weather conditions and the consequent sea state per-
mitted some observations of their effects on operations of the floating cargo
transfer platform.

In summary, all major test objectives were met. The test results
verified capabilities for use of the ship to deploy equipment that cannot be
loaded in LASH barges.
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ABSTRACT

The major objective of the LASH ship pretest was to determine the
ability of the Services to use a LASH bargeship for deploying selected heavy
and outsized Logistics-Over-The-Shore (LOTS) equipment to a site where fixed
port facilities do not exist. This test was the second of five planned pre-
liminary tests in the Joint LOTS Operational Test and Evaluation Program being
conducted under the sponsorship of the Deputy Director (Test and Evaluation),
Office of the Director, Defense Research and Engineering (ODDR&E). The pre-
test was conducted at the Naval Supply Center, Norfolk, Virginia, and at an
anchorage off Ft. Story, Virginia, during August, 1976.

The pretest was the first time a LASH vessel was solely dedicated
to a military exercise. As a result, besides providing a means to evaluate
certain LOTS capabilities, the pretest provided the means to accomplish a num-
ber of major objectives including for the first time:

a Use of the LCM8 lift beam (a national defense feature
developed by MARAD) to load and off-load any LASH ship,

* Use of the LCM8 lift beam on a C8 type LASH vessel,

* Military equipment deck-stowed on a LASH ship,

* Equipment other than barges off-loaded by the LASH
barge crane into lighters in a seaway, and

a Military landing craft, LCM8 and LCU, employed in
the discharge of cargo from a LASH ship.
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Major LOTS equipment items selected for the pretest were a partially
disassembled 140-ton capacity truck crane, the carrier of a disassembled 300-
ton capacity truck crane, an LCM8, a container sideloader, a 4 x 10 causeway
with 30-ton capacity crawler crane aboard, an LCM6 modified as a warping tug,
and a 3 x 15 causeway section. The test load also included four LASH barges
with military vehicles and palletized cargo.

A major revelation during the pretest was the failure of the Alliance
barge crane on the LASH ITALIA to mate with the LCM8 lifting beam. The beam
is a box girder attached athwartship on the barge crane and is necessary to
adapt the ship for lifting cargo other than barges. A pierside modification
was made to the gantry crane's gathering cones by trimming their inboard lips
with a cutting torch. The need to make the alteration was due to a difference
in LASH gantry cranes from the one involved in the original LCM8 lift beam
test made in 1974 under MARAD sponsorship.

A major error was also found in the overhead clearance used for planning.
The vertical distance between the LASH gantry crane and the deck hatch covers
was determined to be 4 ft greater than planned. Verification of clearances
will require actual measurement on each ship.

A major test event was the certification testing of a specially
designed causeway lifting frame employing a cantilever principle. The lift-
ing frame was attached to two LCM8 lift beams, modified for this test with the
addition of new lifting points and padeyes. The lifting frame, developed to
hoist equipment which have centers of gravities that can not be positioned under
the ship's barge crane, failed to load a simulated 3 x 14 causeway warping tug
but did load a 3 x 15 causeway section. The causeway lifting frame was certi-
fied by the American Bureau of Shipping for lifting 70 long tons. An analysis
of the failure and the successful lift are set forth in this report.

There were two add-on features to the LASH pretest: the establish-
ment of a floating cargo transfer platform about 800 yards off-shore, and use
of a mobile Standard Port System (SPS) terminal on the beach. LASH barges
were towed to the floating platform where cargo was transferred by an embarked
30-ton crane to LCM8s and LCUs for movement to the beach. At the beach cargo
was documented and movement control was exercised using the mobile equipment.
Moderately unfavorable weather conditions and the consequent sea state per-
mitted some observations of their effects on operations of the floating cargo
transfer platform.

In summary, all major test objectives were met. The test results
,erified capabilities for use of the ship to deploy equipment that cannot be
loaded in LASH barges.
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I. INTRODUCTION

BACKGROUND

The principal objective of the LASH Ship Pretest was to determine
the ability of the Services to use a LASH bargeship to deploy selected
heavy, outsized LOTS system equipment to and off-load at an operational
site where fixed port facilities are not available.

The considerable lift capability of the LASH ship barge crane
(approximately 500 short tons), the large clear area available for on-deck
stowage, and spacious holds below make the LASH vessel especially attractive
for deploying heavy, outsized equipment. (See Figure 1.) With 20 LASH
vessels in service, the total lift potential in support of military opera-
tions is considerable.

Military experience with the LASH vessel has been limited to re-
ceiving military supplies and equipment by barges in ports and relatively
sheltered waters. Experience in off-loading equipment from a LASH ship into
small landing craft in a seaway was needed to confirm that these operations
were, indeed, feasible and practical. Data were needed on actual times for
loading cycles, moorings, and potential problem areas so that deployment re-
quirements for LOTS equipment in the LOTS main test could be anticipated and
accomplished smoothly and on schedule.

Basically two problems arise in the use of LASH ships for LOTS
operations. First, not all equipment will fit in LASH barges; hence, they
require special lifting gear for being hoisted using the LASH gantry crane.
Secondly, shoreside facilities are required for unloading barges as they
are not normally beached except in an extreme emergency. Thus, until ade-
quate barge unloading facilities are available, LOTS equipment and accompany-
inq supplies cannot be discharged from the LASH ship barges.

I i --1
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For off-loading equipment separately from barges, a unique
adaptive feature, the LCM8 lift beam (described below and in Appendix A),
is required. This item, a national defense feature developed by MARAD, is
placed athwartship so that it can be attached to the barge gantry crane. The
LCM8 lift beam was certified for hoisting heavy loads (such as LCM8s) but was
never operationally tested. The LCM8, for which the beam was designed, was
never successfully stowed aboard the LASH vessel in the certification test- nor
was any other type of military equipment. Accordingly, it was deemed prudent
to test the deployment capabilities of a LASH ship in an operational environ-
ment Prior to the main test scheduled the next year.

With regard to the second problem, the handling of LASH barge cargo,
a pretest add-on included the deployment, assembly and operation of a floating
cargo transfer platform. The latter operation was a Navy-supported exercise
that had originally been scheduled as a part of Solid Shield 76 but postponed
because a LASH ship was not available at that time (March 1976). Since barge
unloading will be part of the LOTS main test, observations and analysis of
that portion of the LASH pretest are included in this report.

Additional Service add-on test events included clearing cargo from
the beach and demonstration of a mobile unit for documentation and management
of cargo transiting the beach. These operations are also included in this
report.

In summary, the pretest exercise consisted of the following opera-
tions:

* In-port loading by contract stevedores augmented by
military personnel. (The latter were required for
the assembly of certain special lifting frames and
slings and the handling of the certain heavy and out-
sized items of LOTS equipment.)

* Movement of the vessel to an off-shore anchorage for
discharge of test items by military stevedores with
normal assistance by ship crew.

* Off-loading four LASH barges containing test cargo for
movement to a Navy off-shore cargo transfer platform
where the test cargo was transferred by crane to land-
ing craft for continuation of movement to the beach.

* Beach clearance operations where the breakbulk cargo
was transferred from landing craft at the water's edge
to tractor-trailers.

* Establishment and operation of a remote terminal on the
beach as a subelement of the Standard Port System to
document cargo transiting the LOTS site.

3
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deployabi 1 ty and ability to ,o, e i , .ini ... ,-.. ,,',e ,, . ,
latter carrying a 30-ton craw!-r trrne t. ir ?,,-s . . ;fie "
was embarked to demonstrate its jleployat I Iy at I ,t I I ft.,
1a jor crane coponents and a container s Ieloaddf inc. , 'm. r) te.'
type of equ i pirent WdS loaded, a IthoU r c 1 n s er, ., ", '. r;. r r. 61 av ii e

for additional items. Sir -e there w,, no, prior e,;e, ,, , ... ' ,,, .* ,'e'.
1ifts, the number of items loaded wda h(-' o h i -o i i j cj t'7
he safely handled within the vessel charter tii"e. I t . a.: it
their characteristics are contained in Table 1.

For deployment the two truc0 cranes are :isasser'i-,ed to t.ae trc!
compatible with the limited stowage space or boo, /crane lifting capaL.ity of
the ship. Minimum disassembly is referred to as 'tactical' lisasse .blv. In
this configuration only about 8-10 hr are required to rake each crane ready
for operations. Maximum or "administrative' disassetrbly is required for
deployment of the 300-ton capacity crane. The 300-ton crane was successfully
disassembled, deployed, and reassembled in an earlier pretest." About 20 hr
were required for reassembly on the beach. In a "tactical" configuration the
140-ton capacity crane can be lifted by a 60-long ton ship's boom and lightered
to shore in an LCM8. The 300-ton crane must be administratively disassembled
in order for its largest components to be transported by an LCM8. Since the
LCM8 is the largest landing craft that can be loaded on a LASH ship, this
raft established crane disassembly requirements for this pretest.

Some items included in the LOTS Pretest Design' were deleted due to
non-avai l abi I i ty:

0 A container frontloader, not yet delivered,

* A LACV-30, inoperable due to temporary mechanical
difficulties, and

* Operations Research, Inc., Report on Results of the Conventional Breakbulk
Ship Pretest of the Joint Logistics-Over-The-Shore (LOTS) Test and Evalua-
tion Program, ORI TR 1037, 29 October 1976.

Operations Research, Inc., Desi n of Preliminary Field Tests for the
Logistics-Over-The-Shore (LOTS) Test and Evaluation Program, ORI TR 993,

January 1976.
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0 A 3 x 14 causeway warping tug. A 3 x 15 causeway
section with weights was loaded to simulate the
warping tug.

In preparation for the test a special sling and lifting and tie-down
procedures were developed for the LACV-30. These are discussed in Appendix
B. The attempted lift of the simulated 3 x 14 causeway warping tug is dis-
cussed in Appendix C.

TEST SHIP

The ship chartered for the test was the S.S. LASH ITALIA (C8-S-81b
or C881 designation), the first LASH ship to be built in the United States.
Its characteristics are contained in Table 2 along with those of two other
types of LASH vessels in service.

TABLE 2
GENERAL CHARACTERISTICS OF LASH VESSELS

C981C88 1 C

Delta Others
Length overall 820 894 894

Beam, molded 100 100 100

Draft, full load 35 35 35

Total deadweight tons. full load@ 35 30.020 40.592 146,152

Speed, knots 22.5 22 22

Number of Barge holds/hatches 4/8 6/14 7/17

Barge Capacity 50* 85 89

Number of container holds/hatches 2/6 1/3 0/0

Container capacity (dedicated slots) 534 288 0/0

Number of ships 11 [ 3 6

* Except for five Prudential Lines ships, each with a container
capacity of 322 and a barge capacity of 77.

6



There ar2 11 C881 type ships and nine C981 ships at the present
time. These totdls will change soon with four C881 ships being converted
to non-self-sustaining containerships and four new C981s being built.

In total numbers LASH vessels constitute only about 6 percent of
the active U.S. dry cargo fleet, but in terms of total dry cargo deadweight
capacity they represent about 13 percent of the fleet. A LASH ship can com-
pletely off-load in less than 24 hr and has a maximum speed of up to 23 knots.
In terms of productivity (a function of tons per mile per year) on most trade
routes these ships constitute better than 15 percent of total U.S. flag
ocean-going capability. Militarily, a LASH ship's greatest potential is its
capability to off-load barge cargo in an objective area with rudimentary
shoreside cargo handling facilities. Also, its 500-short ton capacity barge
gantry crane offers a significant capability for accommodating very heavy
lifts and to some extent, outsized cargo.

Although a LASH ship had not previously been employed solely in
support of military exercises, the Services had each conducted studies on
various uses of the ship including the impact of LASH barges on amphibious
and LOTS type operations. Barges loaded with test cargo had been unloaded
off-shore in several experiments. As noted earlier, an LCM8 lift beam
had been developed and certified for use. Also, the Navy had studied
the feasibility of using a cantilever lift frame for loading equipment with
centers of gravity that extend too far aft of the barge gantry crane for it
to lift them without tipping. The joint LOTS LASH ship pretest was the first
opportunity to validate the feasibility of using this ship with the LCM8 lift
beam and the cantilever lift frame for loading and off-loading large, heavy
items of equipment.

In order to use the LCM8 lift beam with or without the cantilever
lift frame some modifications to the ship and the barge gantry crane's
electrical circuitry are required. Appendix A describes all modifications
in more detail. The modifications have been accomplished on the C981 LASH
ships. The LASH ITALIA is a C881, which class of ships has not been modified.
Since the LASH ITALIA was completing a regular overhaul, 4 days were added to
the yard period and the work was completed just before presenting for out-
loadinq operations in Norfolk, Virginia.

7



II. OPERATIONS

OPERATIONAL SUMMARY

Operations began 23 August, 1976, at a Naval Supply Center pier,
1orfolk, Virginia. The LASH ITALIA was received just after a routine over-
haul, during which time modifications to the limiting stops on the crane,
adjustments to circuitry for the load frame (spreader), and new locations
for the guides controlling the upward and downward movement of the load frame
and barges had been made.

Almost immediately problems were encountered with the raising and
lowering of the gantry load frame. The port and starboard mechanisms that
control load frame movement could not be synchronized. As a result, the
loading of the four LASH barges, normally a routine operation of from 1 to
1.5 hr, took all morning.

Once the barges were aboard, the next phase involved loading LOTS
equipment. First, the LCM8 lift beam, without which none of the equipment
could be loaded, had to be attached to the barge crane load frame. The
attempt to mate the lift beam with the lift frame failed until a minor modifi-
cation to the lift frame could be made. Details on this work are described
below. Followinq on-site modification, two LCM8 lift beams were engaged and
,:ading of LOTS equipment commenced. The test items scheduled to come off
ast at an anchorage off Ft. Story were the first to be loaded. The first
etem to be loaded was the simulated 3 x 14 causeway warping tug. This was a
x 15 causeway section with weights placed on it to represent the general

w;eight distribution of a 3 x 14 warping tug.

To lift either a 3 x 15 causeway section or the lift simulatinq a
x 14 warping tug requires a special cantilever lifting frame attached to

two LCM8 lift beams. Assembly of the causeway lifting frame was slow and not
r01pleted until 2120 that evening. At that time an unsuccessful attempt was

r,,de to lift the simulated warping tug. (For details see Appendix C.)
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By 0830 hr the next morning, with most of the weights removed, the
3 x 15 causeway was loaded without difficulty. The lifting frame was then
disassembled and stowed on top of the causeway. After that the remainder
of the equipment, including an Army LCM8, was loaded without incident. Load-
ing operations were terminated at approximately 1830 on the second day.

Early the third day the ship, which had moved during the night, was
at anchor off Green Beach, Ft. Story. By 1400 all equipment was off-loaded
except the 3 x 15 causeway. Attempts to assemble the causeway lifting frame
were discontinued after 6 hr. As before, the principal difficulty was the
tight fit of pins and padeyes connecting elements of the lift frame.

At 0650 on the fourth day another attempt was made to assemble the
lifting frame and it succeeded. Approximately 112 hr later the 3 x 15 cause-
way section was off-loaded. The causeway lifting frame and LCM8 lift beams
were detached and the four LASH barges off-loaded before noon.

Operations then shifted to the floating cargo transfer platform
where breakbulk cargo operations (barge to landing craft) were conducted.
These operations had to be terminated in late afternoon of the 5th day, 27
August, when a crane failure occurred that could not be repaired on site. On
the 6th day all equipment was retrograded to appropriate unit locations.

LCM8 LIFT BEAM

The Joint LOTS LASH Ship Pretest was the first operational use of the
LCM8 lift beam since its fabrication and testing at the Avondale Shipyard,
New Orelans, La. in November, 1974.1 It was the first time that the LCM8 lift
beam was ever used on an Alliance Manufacturing Co. LASH barge crane. The
earlier test was conducted on a ship that used a slightly different type
crane manufactured by the Morgan Engineering Co. A major difference in the
two type cranes became apparent when the Alliance crane on the LASH ITALIA
was unable to engage either of the two LCM8 lift beams due to a connection
problem with the gathering cones. The gatherings cones are the points at
which the load frame connects with the lifting points of the barge. Figure 2
shows the location of the gathering cones on the barge gantry crane and Fig-
ure 3 provides a close-up of one of the gathering cones.

An inside lip on each of the gathering cones (see Figures 4 and 5)
:)revented the cone from settling down far enough over the beam's lifting
points for a horizontal locking bar to be engaged. The bar must pass through
the load frame's gathering cone, through a hole in the LCM8 beam lifting
,oint, and through the gathering cone on the other side in order to be fully
engaged. As long as the lip prevented the proper seating, the locking
rnechanism was obstructed.

The only remedy that could be made on the spot was to trim about 2
inches from the inside lip on each gathering cone. This was accomplished as
soon as the LASH ITALIA's master had received the concurrence of the ship's

See Civil Engineering Laboratory, NCBC, Port Hueneme, Ca., report entitled
iCM8 Lift Beam Tests- Outsize Lift Capability Added to the LASH System, by
.A. Davis, dated February 1975, Report No. 55-75-05.
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V~~PS4 and 5. LCM8 LIFT BEAM IS ENGAGED. Following modification of the
athering cones with a cutting torch (above), the fir-st LCM8 lift beamn was

,*!-;cqed (lower, photo) within 15 minutes , the second bearl required 30 minutes.
-ho requirement tor- modifying the lifting cones on an Alliance type crane
(ised on 14 of the 20 LASH vessels) was a major revelation from the LOTS

prnt-,t.
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owners. The four inside lips were trimmed off (Figures 4 and 5) and approxi-
mately 45 minutes later both LCM8 lifting beams were engaged.

Appendix A describes the characteristics of the LCM8 lift beam,
the prescribed modifications to the LASH ship to attach the lift beam, and
the modifiLations made to the LCM8 lift beam in order to attach the causeway
lifting frame.

LOADING

The loading of LOTS equipment went well except for the simulated
3 x 14 causeway warping tug, as noted above and discussed in Appendix C.
This failure, along with the lengthy attachment and detachment of the cause-
way lifting frame (almost 4 hr) indicated that further developmental work by
the Navy was required. Table 3 provides a summary of equipment and barge
loading operations. To better understand the procedures used and the method
in which data was collected, it is helpful to view crane cycles in their various
components. Even though each item of equipment had to be handled somewhat
differently- for example, the LCM8 had a different lifting point, rigging re-
quirements, and a different sling from its predecessor the 140-ton crane- in
terms of loading or unloading cycles certain basic steps had to be taken for
each lift:

0 The rigging (and sometimes a sling) on the lift beam
for the last lift had to be removed and replaced with
the necessary rigging (and perhaps a sling) for the
next lift.

0 The gantry crane with new rigging moved to the new
pick-up point.

0 A sling was attached to the LCM8 lifting beam rigging
or LOTS equipment.

* The gantry crane picked up the new lift and moved it
to the drop point.

* The sling was detached from either the vehicle or the
lift beam.

* The gantry crane moved to the rigging point to be readied
for the next lift.

With these steps in mind the data on ship loading and off-loading
listed in the two tables which follow were tabulated in segments of time
defined as follows:

* Gantry Crane Motion Time. Those periods of time in
which the crane was either lifting or lowering a test
item or was in the process of moving fore or aft with
a load or moving (once the lift beam had been fully
rigged) to a position in order to lift a test item.

13
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0 Time to Prepare Lift Beam. Time required to rig the
LCMS lift beam with chains, shackles, pins, a crane
strongback, or causeway lift frame, and the time to
remove same in order that a lift may be conducted or
terminated.

4 Time for Attachment or Detachment. The time required
to attach a load to the lift beam once the fully rigged
beam has been positioned directly over the load; or the
time required to detach a load from the lift beam once
the load has come to rest and the sling legs have been
slackened.

0 Unavoidable Delays. Necessary periods of time such as
lunch breaks, crane casualties, or any interruption in
the loading/off-loading cycle that could not be foreseen
or avoided.

* Avoidable Delays. Delays that, given proper forethought,
need not have occurred. Simple mistakes made by operat-
ing personnel were considered part of the normal course
of an operation and were generally included in the category
deemed appropriate.

The columns separated by heavy black borders in the loading and off-
loading tables are provided for information only and were not included as part
of the calculated crane cycle times. They represent staging activities accom-
plished concurrently with the crane activities. Had a delay occurred either
because a load was not staged in time for lifting or had a load not been cleared
from the LASH's well during the ship discharge phase these timEs would have
created delays and would have been significant to the tabulations.

Clearances

Clearances between equipment and LASH ship structures were of the
greatest concern in load planning. Not all ships of a given class are ever
exactly alike and this becomes important where clearances in inches count.
According to one report, 2 the minimum overhead clearance for a LASH ship with
an Alliance type crane is 29 ft 3 in. This overall height less 5 ft 212 in.
'or the LCM8 lift beam, leaves 24 ft 1 in. as the figure to be used in load
planning. No figure was given for minimum clearance following the Avondale
"hipyard LCM8 lift beam test. 3 Since that test failed in its attempt to
load an LCM8 by a few inches, the concerns for clearance appeared to be well-
founded. During the planning for the LASH ship pretest there were still some
confusing differences and serious gaps in information concerning clearances.

J. J. Henry Co., Inc., LASH Amphibious Port-Assault Support (LAPS) Mission,
Phase I- Conceptual Design Analysis, Task No. FD75, sponsored by Naval
Facilities Engineering Command, dated I March 1976, pgs. 4-17, 4-19.

Op cit. 
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First, a C9K. type LASH ship, the S.S. GCREit HAP0'BOIiP, equipped wi tr
a .'eoan type crane was used in the Avondale Shipvard .Pst. In that test
',,Ier the load frame was raised to the maximur heignt, the eel of the LC',-
1acke auproxi irately 2 inches of cleari ng the LASH ster r ai . However , at
tn at point there was about 3 ft of horizontal clearance between the stern Of
t'e LC,,I' and the ttransom of the ship. It was, therefore, assumed that the
t,'';t ;,.uld have been successful if a di fferent shackle arrangerment had. been
avaIilable. ;' further tests were ever, made to prove or disprr(ve tl'is

JYsLpt1 Wo ! an e req1re, shackles were hever procured the lnree Ii It

There was another major difference between the shi;varo test and tne
proposel pretest which further complicated the understanding of test results
and pretest planning with regard to vertical clearance. The LC!," used was an
alrJrinur hull type with a different center of gravity and lifting characteristics
-ror the steel one to be used in the pretest. The LCM" tore and aft sling. pad-
eves were closer together on the alurinum model than the steel tilodel. Since
it was not recorded whether the sling used in the lifting test was a special
one or a normal sling , the Army slings were shortened 1 inches to be on the
safe side in the LOTS test.

After the LOTS pretest, a follow-up check was ",ace and it was re-
ported that the clearance from! the load frame to the center of the hatch square
., 2 tt R'.in. With an allowance -or the LrC.Y i t bee" of ,ft 2 i . thel e
v,as ai,!)le l ,irarne -o- loadir,: tap no

i:orzontal clearances wete 1 sc cf imprtance. It was assumed that
tol lowinq modification ot the L," , ship's bar(ge rane so that it could travel
itarther aft) the horizontal distance from the centeriime of the L(t,2 lift bear

to the sterti tf the ship, would be about 32 ft. This distance did not get
"easlured dUrinq the test, but it was subsequently calculated to be 33 ft -: ir.

*ii pment handling

Durinq the loading phase no problems were experienced with the lift inc
.Ira .,tovja(e v t equipment other than the failure to load the simulated 3 x 14
..,(,.&;eway warpin; tug. An analysis of this failure is contaired in the next

i !, this report.

special sling and strongback that could be adapted for lifting either
I, i:tOI or 300-ton crane by simply changinq the connecting points on the

,mOack was used for the first time.

Hoisting the Army's new container sideloader was another first in the

. L,,H ship pretest. To accomplish this lift, the spreader was removed from the
.ideloader. Then the sideloader's mast was shackled to the LCMO lift bear and
lifted aboard ship.

The LCM8; was one of the most questionable lifts in terms of vertical
.o, horizontal clearances. No particular difficulties were encountered with
thf, lift other than a substitution of shackles for some missing ones required

ittach the sling to the lift beam. The lift was made with approximately

1 6



31, to 4 ft of vertical clearance over the hatch and approximately 1 ft of
horizontal clearance between the transom of the ship and the stern of the LCM8.
The only lift which had less clearance was the 3 x 15 causeway which had
approximately 2', ft at its lowest end (the causeway had a slight forward tilt
when hoisted). The 4 x 10 causeway, which had a 30-ton crane lashed on it,
is one-third shorter than a 3 x 15 section. It was loaded without requiring
the cantilever lift frame and had no center of gravity problem. The lift did
require the use of both LCM8 lift beams.

The lightest and fastest lift embarked was an LCM6 warping tug weigh-
ing approximately 34 short tons and requiring 36 minutes. The slowest
and second heaviest lift was the LCM8. The total time of 2 hr included about
11, hr to change rigging on the LCM8 lift beam, plus nearly another hour to
attach and detach the sling and to place dunnage on the deck.

OFF-LOADING

Off-loading began 25 August, 1976, with the LASH ITALIA anchored
approximately 3,500 yards off Green Beach, Ft. Story. Initially the sea was calm
(see Table 4) with minimal winds. The first loads off were the LCM6 warping tug and
the 4 x 10 causeway, both of which were dispatched to mooring points off Green
Beach. The Army LOTS equipment stowed on deck was not slated for landing at
Ft. Story and was dispatched on lighters to Ft. Eustis as planned. The barges
were off-loaded last and towed to the off-shore transfer point off Green Beach.

TABLE 4

SEA STATE DATA*
LOTS LASH PRETEST

"-1e 21.5. 25 August 1976, rt Story. q r I. a

Averaae -oper
Average One-'h"rd Extreme

-eak TrOuqh -eak 'rouqp Deak 'roug'

.ave Ieet .76 -0.73 0.99 -2.93 1.41 -1.15

olI (deqrees' 1.15 -1.1z 1.63 -1.' 2.54 -2 44

Pitch {degrees) ,50 -, 57 .77 -".8A -1 29

e ae ' -et' 0.41 -2.40 0,58 -2 55 " 1

'ime 0800., 25 August 1976. Ft. Story, Virginia

Wade (fee' 0.99 -o.9p 1.62 -1.59 3 59 -2.A 
€

Roll (jenrees) 1.32 -1.34 2.07 -2.12 3.65 -3.-Z

Ditch (degrees) 0.66 -0.82 1.09 -1.40 2.14 -2.70

eave (feet! 0.62 -0.65 n.97 -0 g 1.56 -1.6c

Wave and heave lata ar i civen in feet and roll and VItCh data are
glver in legrees.
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With the exception of the assembly of the causeway lifting frame
noted earlier, off-loading operations were conducted with dispatch. Table 5
provide, a compilation of the time and events. The fastest equipment item
to be discharged was the carrier for the 300-ton crane. The LCM6 warping
tug might have been faster but had to be delayed until a full crew of military
stevedores could board the ship. Exclusive of the 3 x 15 causeway the slowest
item to be discharged was the LCM8. Again, rigging times accounted for most
of the time. Still the 1'2 hr total cycle time for discharge of the LCM8 nearly
halved the 2'2 hr required to load it.

The 3 x 15 causeway section was the slowest item to be unloaded
because of the excessive time to assemble and disassemble the lifting frame.
Approximately 4 hr was spent the first day trying to attach the frame to the
ship before securing on account of darkness. The difficulties with the
weighty struts and close tolerances for pins through padeyes were as experi-
enced during the loading operations in port. On the second day, 26 August,
a different approach was tried. The procedures were reversed, that is, to
attach the heavy struts to the lift beams first and then to the causeway.
The revised procedured proved successful. The second attempt required only
about I hr for the assembly. To remove the causeway lifting frame from the
LCM8 lift beams required slightly more than an hour.

One of the easiest operations was the detachment of the LCM8 lift
beams from the gantry crane load frame. The beams were lowered onto dunnage
stacked on deck, detached, and the load frame was ready for barge operations
in only 11 minutes.

Ba rge s

The last phase of ship unloading was the discharge of four LASH barges
loaded with military cargo. The gantry crane removed the hatch cover in 13
minutes and began discharging barges. The cycles were, respectively, 1412, 17'2,
IR, and 2012 minutes. The times recorded for the barges from the time they
were in the water to the time they had been secured by tugs and cleared the
well were 61,, 51, 3 and 3 minutes, respectively. Two LCM6 warping tugs/tender
boats were used on each of the first two barges and only one on each of the
last two. No problems or difficulties were encountered by the LCM6 craft in the
relatively calm sea during the unloading phase.

:L(IATING CARGO TRANSFER PLATFORM

ieneral

Without pier facilities there are relatively few options for unloading
cargo from barges. Beaching a barge might be one such method, but because of
the deep barge draft and the shallow slope of typical beaches, this can require
a very large crane to attain the reach and lifting capacity necessary. The
,iption preferred has been the off-shore floating cargo transfer platform des-
cribed below. The concept is not new but its application with respect to
discharging barges is.

18
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Description

The floating cargo transfer platforn. consisted of three causeway
sections and a Navy P&H model 640 crawler crane (30-ton capacity) lashed down
on the center section. An aerial view of the transfer platform is shown in
Figure 6. The three causeway sections were connected end to end. The two
end causeways were 3 x 15 cube sections, while the center section with crane
on board was a 4 x 10 cube section. Camels (telephone poles banded together
with cables) were attached to both sides of the center causeway as fenders for
LASH barges and lighters.

Other floating cargo transfer platform equipment included: two

4,000-lb capacity forklifts to work the interior areas of the barges not
accessible to the crane's cargo hook; a floodlight unit for night operations; I
warping tugs/tender boats to tow and position barges; crane maintenance and
support material for refueling, greasing, changing rigging, minor repairs,
etc.; and a portable sanitation facility.

Operations

Although a few Army stevedores worked on the floating cargo transfer
platform, its operation was primarily a Navy function. Both Army and Navy
lighters were used to ferry cargo to Red Beach. Army units participated in
the shoreside phase by off-loading the landing craft and by checking, proces-
sing, documenting, and clearing cargo from the beach. The accounting and move-
ment control functions were accomplished utilizing a mobile data processing
element.

Operations on the floating cargo transfer platform commenced with
the off-loading of the first LASH barge at 1230 on 26 August. Operations pro-
ceeded around-the-clock until terminated at 1740 on 27 August when a crane
failure occurred that could not be repaired at sea. Cause for the failure,
a cracked outer retaining ring and four sheared roller center pin nuts, could
not be identified. The plan was for all four LASH barges to be off-loaded at
the transfer point. At the time of the crane casualty 121 of the 143 pallets
in the third barge had been transferred. When it was evident that off-loading
could not continue, all four barges were towed back into port. Because the
floating cargo transfer platform was an adjunct to the LASH ship test, no
arrangements had been made for instrumentation to record wave activity. A
detailed description of barge unloading preparation and cargo handling is con-
tained in Appendix D. Figure 7 shows the distribution of lift times recorded
during the pretest.

20
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FIGURE 7. DISTRIBUTION OF LIFT TIMES FOR FLOATING CARGO TRANSFER PLATFORM

Wea ther

The major drawback to operations on a floating cargo transfer plat-
form is its vulnerability to adverse sea conditions. It was observed durin,
the LOTS pretest that as sea state three conditions were approached, the o:er1,.-
tion slowed considerably and became hazardous for embarked personnel. Bec.,se
there was no instrumented record of sea state conditions at this location ond
Lecause numerous broken pallets also adversely affected off-loading ti e, ,er
little operation-environmental correlation is possible.

One point of concern during the period of rough seas was the danger
of hook pendulation. With a load attached to the block, taglines were emplovec
*n dawpen pendulation. Once the load was detached, no taglines were used and
The hook swung freely. Pendulation control was improved by substituting a
smaller block for the one originally on the crane. The smaller block, 250-lb
verses 1,000-lb, is recommended by the Navy for future floating platforr' opera-
tions.

REACH OPERATIONS

Cargo began arriving at Red Beach about mid-afternoon on 26 August.
The first craft, an LCU, arrived approximately an hour before low tide. After
"5 minutes attempting to beach, the LCU proceeded to a floating causeway opera-
ted by a unit on a separate training exercise. The LCU was given permission
to marry up with the causeway and unload its cargo of military vehicles. Pur-
nql the 2 days of beach operations, 10 landing craft were dispatched to Red
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beach. The other nine were able to land but approach-to-off-load times
varied considerably according to tidal conditions. An evaluation of the
situation is made in the Analysis Section of this report.

Once a liqhter had landed, rough terrain forklifts unloaded the craft
and moved the cargo to a beach marshalling site. Here the cargo was tallied and
movement control exercised from there. At the beach clearance site the cargo
sometimes had to be repacked before it could be shipped to "consignees."
Table 6 gives the average beach handling time for each type of cargo moved.

TABLE 6

LIGHTER-TO-BEACH AVERAGE CARGO HANDLING TIMES

Item Average Time

Vehicles 2.0 minutes

Concertina (per roll) 2.7 minutes

Pallets 2.2 minutes

Mixed cargo (pallets and
rolls of concertina) 2.4 minutes

ARMY STANDARD PORT SYSTEM (SPS)

General

Cargo movement across Red Beach was recorded and monitored by an
,riiiy documentation team using, for the first time, a mobile van housing ADP
etuipment. Like the floating cargo transfer platform, use of the mobile

unit was also an add-on to the LOTS LASH ship pretest. An improved mobile
capability will be used in the LOTS main test in 1977.

The purpose of the mobile SPS terminal is to provide timely docu-
'e tation for the movement of cargo, to maintain inventories and an audit
,ail of intransit cargo, and to provide a capability for locating cargo in
response to inquiries. In essence, the DA SPS is an operating system as
cpposed to a management information system. It is designed to respond withir
a constrained time frame to provide required documentation for the receipt,
discharge, and onward movement of cargo. The mobile unit provides a capa-
bility of establishing a data link to DA SPS being supported at a logistics
!,'l se.

During the LASH pretest the mobile SPS performed limited water
terriinal cargo data processing operations. Major pretest objectives were to:
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ELstablisi automated procedures to el ii inate repeti-
tive manual preparation and transmissior of cargo/
container receipt and lift data in over-the-shore

lOTS) operations.

* Improve :,ethods of reporting the movement ot cargo
and containers to include decreasing the time lao be-
tween events and reporting changes in cargo/container
status.

* Provide teriinal , movement control , and carrier mananie-
mert and operating personnel with an interim automated
systetm wrich may be enhanced or replaced in the future
, t0 electromagnetic or electronic scanninq devices
vith a minimum of turbulance.

* eter:ine cormrunications requirements for transmit-
io and receivinc data between the beach and the se'-
vicinq PA SPS corpr-uter at a support base.

Red Beach Operations

he iobi le SF7 terminal on Red Beach was mounted in a converted
...... ai r i. tione, refrigerator van. The equipment consisted of a It,

*ie" (.ry Lni ,P f , a card reader, printer-, filing cabinets, and desks
(see Ficqure '. he van was moved by truck from Ft. Eustis to Ft. Story.

tie :'eacr si te e' van v,as positioned by a sideloader. 'No damage or
an', cperaticii,,.l problems resulted from the movement of the equipment.

-ne rcr'al transmission of the advance copy of the manifest fro
the p)ort t debarkation was not played during this pretest. "Canned' manI-
test ,!ata v.as used instead. As cargo was off-loaded from lighters and
transferred to trucks at Red Beach, documentation personnel completed .i s-
t harce tl lies arl passed then, to the APP van. Since the mobile SPS termii'
12 ' t'ave c eypunch machine, a courier took the tallies to the Ft. St'r'v

;"mmintiL rs center for processing. Then the cards were returned to the
,ard -eader and printer in the mobile van where a print out was made or the
carqc off-loaded at Red Beach. (See Figure 9.) Also, there was no radio or
lrleuhc.nre line between the van and the communications center at Ft. Story.

'nrcr service had to provide this communication link. The communicatiens
.r ler trarsilitted the TOID data to the PA SPS computer, a Univac 70/15, at

" ustis, where all required reports were printed for distribution.
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/ ] .AXALYSIS

.EiL

t resLjts f tne LA^ shi p pretest i :i cate that the shi p car te
,e, *Jr oeF ovino hea , Outsized LJTS eq iipert in the main test or in ar
ct'a cc r tincency opereition. 'ithout the ex.perience gained from the pretest,

extensive ., erational delays and possibly critical load/off-load failures
coic' have resulted. , considerable amount o' time ard effort was spent by
-est planners in anticipating ano resolving difficulties and questions in the
c- lt ow, i areas:

*0 :equirements for special sling:, strongbacks, and
(rther lifting devices,

-%equacv of clearances between lifts anc. snip
, t re,

9 :era tino nil i tary landing craft as lighters withi
i new type of commercial ship, and

* Estimating the timing and scheduling of loading and
,Iischarcing operations.

These were not areas requiring research and developrental efforts,
rather were the kinds of problems that operational personnel would nave
'eal with in an innovative way in a contingency situation. rrior to this

etest there had been no experience with LASH vessels in military operations
.,on wnich to base planning or to examine the adequacy of organizational equip-
"ent and standard operating procedures. The type of loading situations that
,eded resolution by military operational personnel required problem analysis
S!rrd preparation of special rigging (large shackles, cables, pins and padeyes)
', i size and strength not readily available. The LASH ship pretest focused
j'tention or, the detailed procedures and equipment needed to accomplish the
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*4 '* cs it fiCUI t LO)TS e q u ipimenit .. -re was scfficier~t led(:
tt irccure'ent of most special rioqin( ic e- iO l thobuqh not all

e 1 r " ur' were neceSSanil\ the correct one,, 'he test plarcs also
* :rc I )t ,, t 't i e n t C, i!e to c heck o 7 a] tr I i e "roc edures anic

* jflr& e test i[rent electe.(: !Or rsidbe safe!,

r, c ti t ..a s the f irst titne a LlV'Si vessel vwas ever dediCatec0 to a
I ra, \ru5 1.'ere vwere several majcr find4i-nos t:- mrpl icctl ri c t-

>r~*r''~': I1;'> hesce f indmnus 1(J i IL 'i er :t reate
* ~ ' Cc-

* !>e IC~ lift beair does nct rate wi <i arce *y vse
t ra re cranes, unless crane (;a*'-pri r crones aire

'c -1 i1ec,

* he ver t ical1 clIearance f rom pa deyes on * e 1 1* lf t
beam to the cargo hatch cover's was found t. te greater

than indicated in previously available info-r"ation,

0 Off-loading from the ship into nilitar -v lanoing craft
(LCMS or- LCU)) can be accom'pl ished in a seaway, and

* >1i handling equipment separately froi': barges, cconsideratlf-
clantry crane productivity is lost due to rigiqinc r-equire-

'he ~ bo'l-Ltar it the present time is d prerequisite wi tr tre
ire ( ain r unloading cargo not being transported in barqes.

Yefoivalent. adaptive .ievice is available in commercial trade. .At thbe ;~ -nt -,

ti-e i in a con' no-en(,y si tuation all1 LASH shi PS woul d have to rely upon *P-E
I *. ree LOMO1' lift bea-is located in Norfolk, Va ., a l ocaio n

operating in) the Gulf Coast and from t he Wes t ,ca st .
C d ~ ost LOPTS type organizations all three LCM? lif t bear-.s r-ay

*:rw or- West Coast units with a LOTS-type missi on , specifically
V inc- "arinre Forps ini ts, the present distribution of LCM-11 l ift beams is

-. rna niuaI lthough West Coast units do not yet have access ti a
caujse av lift inq frawne, with two LCN18 lifting beams a counterweightin;
ccul! be er-ployed to acconwodate loading 3 x 15 causeway sections. A s

iternative x IC sections can be loaded with the LCMW beam. If West
r slitary organizat ions are to use the LASH ship for deployment of equip-

S-,h ic h ca nnc t be 1 naded in LASH barges , provision for the emergency reposi -

* r 'ifg( :f avai lable LU':-' lift beams should be planned. Otherwise, consideration
.ldl be niver to the faibrication of additional LCN8 lift beams.

Currently, there is no developed concept for employment of the LCM8
T ' banr despi te i ts cri ticalI importance to the capabil1i ti es just descri bed .

t'fral questions would seem pertinent regarding its intended employment. On

* "K rwatter, the Ser-vices should provide some guidance as to mission require-
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W what mil itary equipment requires an L( -,, lift bean,
tor loading/discharge and vhere are teoPe ite'v
1 oca ted?

0 vh3t units and equipment should have priority use of
the LCM8 lift beams?

* How many and at what locations should LCMC lift bear s
be positioned?

* Should the LCM8 lift beam be off-loaded in the objective
area for future discharge or redeployment of large equip-
ment; if so, how is it to be off-loaded and how does the
next LASH ship load it?

lut~re LCMY' Lift Beam Design Improvements

Because clearance between outsized equipment and LASH ship structures
,s so critical (discussed below), a design change should be considered in an)
nev' LC Y',4", lift beavl construction to facilitate operations. The attachment port,
i!c not have to be below the lift beam. For example, since the lift beam is
hollow except for spaced, internal structural members, a redesigned beam coulo
take advantage of this space by raising the attachment points to higher loca-
tions. Fabrication costs would be increased but the added clearance (approx-
iriately 2 ft) could be very critical, especially on ships with Morgan cranes
which, if available clearance measurements are correct, only have 23 ft 9 in.
clearance after the LCMIS lift beam is installed.

CLEtPNCEL

Clearances, obviously, will vary from ship-to-ship. However, in tre
case of the LASH ship the overhead clearance is a critical limit for the ce Loy-
rnt n~ OT_ equipment, particularly the LCM8 and the LACV-30. Until this pre-
'eot a rev, inches were thought to be the difference between a "go" or "no go
11 ,oacin the larger items. For the LASH ship pretest the Army had a special

,lin(;, constructed with each leg 12 inches shorter than those of a stardarc
. slinm;. This fabrication proved to be unnecessary since the LCM8 had about

2 f c' learance over the hatch square.

P.t present, it is not known if the LASH ITALIA has a higher clearance
tne other 19 LASH ships. This may be the case with the six C9 class ships

*';-,i )ped vi.ith '.Iorgan type cranes but should not be generally assumed for the
ainder with Alliance cranes. In any case, there is no certainty that the

:u lished clearances are correct. T
r view of the value of these vessels for

:eloytrent of military equipment 6. the probable infrequent use in future
,,ercises, the '.ilitary Sealift Command should take the initiative to verify
th, actual clearance on each ship.

In determining the clearance the measurement should specify whether
,,ne figure extends from the gathering cones to the hatch cover itself or the
o ge pedestals located on top of each hatch cover. This distinction is
necssary because the pedestals will not interfere with loads passing along
o centerline of the ship.
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One area within the rigging category where immediate improvement in
loading and unloading times appears possible is in attachment/detachment tirmes,
shown as Section C of the pie charts in Figure 10. All of the Army equipment
had slings in which pins and shackles were required. Pins can become bound in
shackles. They require a cotter pin to hold them in place which may be lost.
Although the pin and shackle arrangement is the safest, it is also the slowest.
Chains with hooks are much easier and faster to use. For example, in attaching
the causeway to the causeway lifting frame, it was necessary to attach 12 chains
to various lift:ng points. This was done using chain hooks with spring-held
latches to keep the hooks from slipping off. A four-man crew attached all 12
chains and cleared the causeway in less than 2 minutes. By contrast, a four-
man crew using a sling with pins and shackles required 9 minutes to attach
only two shackles to the sideloader; yet, this was the fastest time a load was
readied using shackles. If chains and hooks had been used instead of pins and
shackles on all of the Army LOTS equipment, it is estimated that total rigging
time could have been reduced by as much as an hour during loading and 30 minutes
during off-loading.

As a safety consideration The time to secure or detach equipment while
using the lift beam can be critical during loading or unloading at an off-shore
anchorage. The clearance between the top of most equipment and the bottom of
the LCM8 lift beam was on the order of only 3 ft. This clearance can be quickly
reduced to zero as the load rises with a swell. The sudden contact could severely
damage equipment or injure personnel. Thus, the less time spent attaching or
detaching rigging under such conditions the better. In one instance during
this exercise the spot lights on top of the 140-ton crane were damaged during
off-loading because of inadequate clearance and an inability of the crew to
rapidly detach the load. Fortunately, the damage was minor.

Mooring in a Seaway

Lighter mooring at the stern of the LASH ship for equipment loading was
not difficult in the calm seas. None of the LCUs nor LCM8s experienced problems.
Although not all moorings were timed, the samples taken (two LCM8s and two LCUs)
appear to be representative. The LCM8s each required approximately 3 minutes.
The LCUs required 8 minutes for a stern-to-stern marriage and 6;, minutes for a
bow-to-stern marriage.

CAUSEWAY LIFTING FRAME

,nalysis of the Failure

The causeway lifting frame was designed to lift items of equipment
which have a center of gravity that cannot be placed under the crane's load
fri me; that is, any equipment when rigged for lift which has a center of
gravity located more than 32 ft aft of the ship's transom. Such equipment
cannot be loaded because its center of gravity tries to swing to a point
dlirectly below the suspension point but is prevented from doing so by but-
ting against the ship.
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There are two basic ways to avoid this. One is to move the effective
center of gravity; the other way is to move the suspension point. A way to
move the center of gravity is to counterweight the item so that the new center
of gravity of the combined item and the counterweight is less than 32 ft from
an end. This procedure is feasible for some lifts (see Appendix B for lifting
the LACV-30) but there may be some drawbacks. The causeway lifting frame, which
moves the suspension point further aft of the ship, was devised as an alternative.
The liftinq frame increases the horizontal clearance making it greater than
32 ft. The permissible center of gravity location for the item beinq lifted is
thereby moved further aft in a so-called cantilever effect.

In considering the foregoing, note that the causeway lifting frame is
suspended too. In effect, the entire assembly is a see-saw pivoted under the
after LCM8 lift beam. The lifted item pulls downward from a point aft of the
see-saw fulcrum and is balanced by a force pushing downward forward of the ful-
crum (see Figure 11). Note that whatever balancing force is needed must be
furnished by one or more compression struts of the lifting frame up to a force
limit. That limit is the combined weight of:

6 The compression struts,

* The forward LCM8 lift beam, and

0 That portion of the LASH gantry gear above the forward
LCM8 lift beam that is supported by the forward hoist-
ing cables (i.e., half of the weight of the articulated
gantry load frame with its hardware).

If this limit is exceeded, it seems clear that the forward end of the
causeway lift frame will rise and the gantry articulated load frame will corre-
spondingly tilt upward. The capability to tilt (i.e., to "articulate") is
designed into the load frame to accommodate for the roll and pitch of a LASH
barge in a seaway. It is now clear that a combination of forces and tilting
motion occurred during the unsuccessful attempt to lift the simulated warping
tug.' For further reference to the see-saw analogy the lightweight youngster
on the long arm of the see-saw could not properly balance the heavyweight using
the shorter lever arm. The successful lift of the 3 x 15 causeway that followed
involved a lesser weight which was within the balancing weight limit of the
causeway lift frame assembly.

The causeway lifting frame so far has been the only method used to
oad causeways. One alternative suggested has been to counterweight the cause-

way sections. This could be accomplished by placing a 25-ton weight on the end
of the causeway nearest the ship transom. Alternatively, a somewhat heavier
counterweight could be suspended from the forward LCM8 lift beam so that as the
causeway's forward end started to lift and rotate up it would be immediately

In a post-mortem discussion with a Navy representative involved with the lift
frame project, the basic difficulty was said to be an error made in the place-
ment of the weights on the causeway deck, resulting in a different-from-intended
position of the center of gravity.
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FIGURE 11. SCHEMATIC DRAWING SHOWING FORCES ACTING ON THE CAUSEWAY LIFT FRAME
(Shaded area is the causeway lift frame.)
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met and prevented from further rotation by the counterweight suspended from
the lift beam. As the lift progressed, both causeway and counterweight would
rise together and the causeway would remain level.

The advantage of such counterweighting would be that it would elimi-
nate a considerable amount of assembly and disassembly time required by the
causeway lifting frame. It would also save a considerable amount of stowage
space atop the causeway sections that otherwise could be used for equipment
stowage. Only one counterweight would be needed for all lifts. Unlike the
causeway lifting frame, which has a major drawback in that stowage on deck is
primarily limited to the center, three different positions across the ship for
a load are available using the present LCM8 lift beam padeyes, and more weather
deck stowage locations are possible for some loads if rigging is planned
ahead of time. Of course, there are beam limitations on such lifts. Only
two 12-ft wide causeway sections could be loaded side by side using present
padeyes.

Employment

Assembly of the causeway lifting frame during the test was not an
easy or speedy operation. According to personnel responsible for the causeway
lifting frame project, some of the deficiencies could be remedied by increasing
the size of holes for pins and by substituting chains for struts on the after-
most lift beam. No estimate can be made on the time that could be saved with
this modification since it has not yet been attempted.

BARGE LOADING AND UNLOADING

Barge loading took longer than had been anticipated due to a casualty
to the crane's electrical system. The manual override system was much slower
than the normal system. Figures 12 and 13 show the times recorded at each
sequence of the loading cycle. The flatter the curve, the faster the cycle
time. In normal operations the average barge cycle time is said to be about
15 minutes. Only one barge approximated this time during the off-loading
phase and it was 30 seconds faster. All other times were slower, depending
upon how far down into the hold the lifting frame had to be lowered to attach
a barge. Attachment and detachment times for barges were so fast that they
were not recorded. Only one hatch cover removal was timed. There were no
delays and the operation required about 13 minutes.

Moving barges clear of the well of the ship did not pose any problems
for the LCM6 craft used. Getting the barges to the mooring point took consid-
erably longer than clearing, particularly as wind and sea conditions worsened.
it is apparent that the closer to the mooring point the LASH can discharge its
barges, the fewer tender/warping tugs will be needed due to faster turnaround
times. It is conceivable that a ship's off-loading could be delayed because
barges could not be cleared from the stern fast enough. In this regard, com-
mercial type tugboats like the Army's, may be better suited for LASH barge
operations than Navy LCM6 craft since they are more powerful and can handle
more barges per trip. However, they require a safe haven or base for storm
protection and maintenance support. The Navy 3 x 14 causeway warping tug has
been proven effective in this role but these craft at this time are very
limited in number.
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FLOATING CARGO TRANSFER POINT

In a LOTS environment a floating cargo transfer platform is one
method for unloading cargo from a barge (LASH or SEABEE). However, as was
noted during the pretest, this mode of operations is vulnerable to weather
conditions and in even a moderate sea state a floating cargo transfer point
is probably the most dangerous aspect of a LOTS operation.

During the unloading period swells from 3-4 ft were encountered. In
this sea state the principal problems noted were:

* Considerable difficulty was experienced in handling
the rather large barge hatch covers,

0 Landing craft mooring lines parted,

* The crane's block swung so dangerously that tagline
handlers were required even when there was no load
on the hook, and

0 Barges and lighters surged against the platform when
the seas were running at an angle to the centerline
of the platform.

Operations at the floating cargo transfer platform were terminated
on the second day by a crane failure. The exact cause for the failure to the
outer retaining ring and roller center pin nuts may be attributed to several
things. However, the instability of the small transfer platform and the re-
sultant structural stresses experienced by the crane should be investigated as
strong potential causes. If this is the case, then a larger crane and/or a more
stable platform may be required.

At best, this type of operation should be considered an interim
measure until more potentially productive and safer facilities, such as an
elevated causeway or jacked-up DeLong, can be installed. Compared to the
elevated causeway and jacked-up DeLong, operations at the floating cargo trans-
'er point appeared to be more fatiguing and required double handling of all
(a rgo.

FEACH CLEARANCE ANALYSES

Landing craft once beached were rapidly unloaded and cargo was
,!eared through the beach expeditiously. (These times have been reported in
7Tble 6, Section II). Although some repackaging was necessary because of
broken pallets, none of the cargo was physically lost and it was properly
documented throughout the clearance phase. The small quantity of cargo (351
pallets) did not tax beach operations but was adequate for training in the
use of the SPS mobile terminal.

The most significant problem encountered in beach operations pertains
to the beaching of landing craft. As previously discussed, the beach problem
at Ft. Story involves a gentle beach gradient (2 percent) and a tidal range
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(approximately 3.2 ft) that at low tide makes landings most difficult. Land-
ing craft ground out on sandbars well off-shore. Cargo handling equipment must
then work in approximately 2-3 ft of surf or more and eventually pay the con-
sequences of salt water emersion; that is, after a period of time equipment
becomes inoperable and cargo throughput is slowed or halted.

To examine this problem more closely the recorded beaching times of
landing craft were plotted on a curve representing tidal high and low water
conditions. (See Figure 14.) Statistically there were too few landing craft
approaches made to draw specific conclusions. However, it is apparent that, in
general, there is approximately a 6-hr period during low water in which landing
craft will experience delays in attempting to make their approaches. The delays
noted were on the order of 18-80 minutes, with the greatest approach delay
occurring at low water for an LCU.

f-4- LCN
(ON TIME)

211

LCLCA

_ CM ION TIMEI

10#N TIME I

R ~~~~L CMII LCU Tdl ~ on

fi m. 1 oed~r hc

4 -- -LCMII (66 m, deby)
- -!- - lI ,,. , ...

-713 AUGUIST .. ]. -- 27 AUGUST - -

LOCAL TIME
API'IOA('I AR IRTFfl AT IER 45 MIN DE)LAY, LCU LANO ED OVER CAUSEWAY

FIGURE 14. TIDAL CONDITIONS DURING LANDING CRAFT BEACH APPROACHES

As more data becomes available, it will be possible to more accurately
determine what kind and how much delay can be expected when landing craft make
their apprGaches at low tide. For example, an LCM8 has a lesser draft than an
LCJ, but no LCM8s actually made approaches when conditions first became marginal
as indicated by the dotted line. Therefore, their limits under certain tidal
conditions are still unknown. Incoming and outgoing tidal currents also in-
fluence the capability of a landing craft to breach a sandbar or ground out
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closer to shore. If more beachings are recorded along with the tides and
sea states for analysis, it should be possible to more accurately project what
operational throughput capabilities are likely to be under various conditions.

It is most apparent that, based on the difficulties experienced by
landing craft in this pretest, planning for the main LOTS test will have to seek
means to alleviate the situation. Some delays (an be accommodated, as for
example, when beach facilities are engaged in di harging lighters previously
landed. At periods of low tide when the problem is most severe, crew change-
overs and required equipment maintenance, which must be accomplished daily, can
help minimize the effects. In general, however, operations during this period
will be critical in the attainment of daily throughput objectives.
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IV. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

CONCLUSIONS

1. The LASH is highly suitable for the deployment of most LOTS equip-
ment. The loading and off-loading times recorded during the pretest for
vehicular cargo, the LCM8, 4 x 10 causeway (with crane), and LCM6 warping tug
are realistic and can be used, as applicable, in detailed main test planning.

2. The LACV-30 has still not been test loaded on a LASH or any other
ship type and should be considered for such a trial during the LOTS main test.

3. Improved methods of rigging the LCM8 lift beam and military equipment
for hoisting on the LASH are required to decrease ship loading/off-loading times.
The method of attaching slings to equipment with latchable hooks is superior to
the use of pins and shackles.

4. The proper heavy shackles for the LCM8 lift beam, not available for
this test nor for the earlier test at the Avondale Shipyard, ought to be pro-
cured and stored with the LCM8 lift beams for future use.

5. Overhead clearances on all LASH vessels need to be verified by physi-
cally measuring the distance from the gathering cones at the top position to
the hatch cover, noting also the height and area of interference from barge
pedestals at each corner of the hatch cover.

6. The appropriate office of MARAD should be advised of the requirement
for modifying gathering cones on Alliance cranes. If called for in a military
contingency or chartered for use in DoD exercises, gathering cones for C8 LASH
vessels can be modified while they are in the shipyard undergoing other modi-
fications necessary to employ the LCM8 lift beam. With prior agreement of the
owners the three C9 vessels requiring modification to the gathering cones can
have the work done at the time of loading.
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7. For deployment from both coasts, the Services should establish a
requirement for LCM8 lift beams. If any new LCM8 lift beams are to be con-
structed as a result of this requirement, they should be redesigned to improve
overall vertical clearances.

For rapid deployment the causeway lifting frame is too cumbersome,
complex, and slow for simply loading causeway sections. The 4 x 10 causeway
was loaded with ease without a causeway lifting frame. The 4 x 10 causeway
also appeared to be more stable than the 3 x 15 causeway in its cargo transfer
platform role.

9. Navy LCM6 tenderboats/warping tugs were able to clear the LASH stern
of barges satisfactorily in calm seas but experienced difficulties as winds
increased and seas became rougher. A more powerful tug is required for LOTS
operations.

7ECOMMENDATIONS

1. The recorded loading and off-loading times for vehicular equipment,
the LCM8, 4 x 10 causeway (with crane), and LCM6 warping tug be used as guides
in main test planning.

2. The LACV-30 be test loaded during the LOTS main test.

The Services develop latchable hooks in lieu of pins and shackles
for use with the LCM8 lift beam.

L: * The snackles intended for use in hoisting an LCM8 with the LCM8 lift
beam be procured and stowed as components of the lift beam.

The Military Sealift Command take the initiative to verify and record

the vertical clearances of the barge cranes on LASH vessels.

6. MARAD be advised of the failure of the LCM8 lift beam to mate with
the Allia,,ce type cranes on LASH ships and of the modification required.

7. The Services determine the requirement for LCM8 lift beams for deploy-

'ent from both coasts. If additional beams are approved for construction,
MYPAD should be advised to incorporate additional clearance in the design.

Before continuing with development of the causeway lifting frame,
f- Navy consider alternative loading methods such as the use of counterweights

described in this report.

9. The Navy study the advantages and disadvantages of the 4 x 10 and
x 15 causeways and other configurations considering their various mission

roles and deployment means.
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APPENDIX A

LCM8 LIFT BEAM

GENERAL

The LCM8 lift beam, originally an Army concept, was developed as a
national defense feature of the C981 LASH ships. All of the ships of this
class have been modified to use the beams. Basically, the lift beam is a box
girder fitted to mate with either the aft or forward gathering cones of the
lighter gantry crane. Sling padeyes beneath the beam allow attaching a load
at either the port or starboard sides, or the center, or at a combination of
these points. The beam, tested November 12-14, 1974, aboard the GREEN HARBOUR,
was certified for use by the American Bureau of Shipping (ABS). Table A-I pro-
vides some general characteristics of the beam. Figure A-I shows the normal
location of the beam padeyes.

TABLE A.1

LASH LCH8 LIFT BEAM GENERAL CHARACTERISTICS

T

4 t r # 3 feet . inches

ght feet 0 'nc'es

.elght I 13.84 long tons

,ySnmetrical lift capability (ABS) 186 long tons

I Asynvetrical lift capability (ABS) 93 long tons

" uber beams available 3

A-i
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The three beams cited in the table above are all kept in storage
at the Naval Supply Center, Norfolk, Virginia. Two of the beams were used
in the pretest and have been modified as a result of the LASH ships pretest
and now have additional attachment points.

In order to attach the causeway lift frame, developed as part of
the Navy's Container Off-loading and Transfer System (COTS), two of three
available beams had to be modified so that struts could be attached. On the
beam used in the aft position the attachment points are on both sides of the
beam at the top and are centered on the beam approximately the width of the
causeway apart (about 21 ft). On the forward beam the attachment
points are on the underside of the beam, centered, and also the
width of the causeway apart from each other. These six points (four on the
aft beam and two on the forward one) could be used as additional attachment
points in future lifts involving either or both beams with other types of
equipment. Figures A-2 and A-3 show two of the beams as modified for use with
the causeway lift frame. The third lift beam, which was not used in the pre-
test, has not been modified.

In the LOTS pretest, the second beam was mated to the forward gather-
ing cones on the barge crane's load frame (spreader). The aft beam was used
for the LCM8, the 140-ton crane, the carrier for the 300-ton crane, the LCM6
warping tug, and the sideloader. Both beams were used for the lift of the
4 x 10 causeway section with a 30-ton crane aboard. Both beams, as noted above,
were necessary for use with the causeway lifting frame to load and discharge
the 3 x 15 causeway.

REQUIRED SHIP MODIFICATIONS

During the period the LASH ITALIA was undergoing a routine overhaul,
an additional four days were added to the yard period for the ship modifications
necessary to accomplish the pretest. Basically, the modifications were intended
to do three things.

First, it was necessary to increase by approximately 2 ft the dis-
tance aft the gantry lighter crane would travel. This was necessary so that
the center of gravity for an LCM8 would be located directly under the aft LCM8
lift beam (discussed later) and still allow approximately 1 ft of clearance
between the LCM8 and the ship's transom. Otherwise, the LCM8 when hoisted by
the gantry crane would scrape against the transom so badly that both the ship
and landing craft would be damaged. To permit the gantry lighter crane to
travel further aft it was necessary to modify the circuitry so that the normal
limit switches could be overridden.

Secondly, the gantry crane was designed to operate using a four point
lift. This meant that the circuitry for engaging barges had to be changed.
For the Alliance crane (the type on the LASH ITALIA) the combined capacity is
446.4 long tons. Thus, when the circuitry was modified to permit using the two

after gathering cones, the capacity in this mode was halved.'

For the Morgan Crane (six of the nine C981 type LASH ships, specifically, those
belonging to Delta Lines and Central Gulf Steamship Corp., have this type
crane), the combined capacity is 455.4 long tons or about 9 long tons greater
than an Alliance crane. This capacity also must be halved if only the two
sockets are used.
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Finally, the guides on the ship's stern overhang (located forward and
aft on both port and starboard sides, through which the gantry crane frame is
lowered) had to be moved aft. This shift coincided with the new lowering posi-
tion of the crane. This process for the C981 is a matter of unbolting and
moving the guides to alternate positions. For the C881 it was necessary to
modify the stern so that the guides could be bolted into the new positions
which were 212 ft further astern.

UNPLANNED SHIP MODIFICATION

An unanticipated pierside ship modification proved crucial to the
conduct of the test. Because the LCM8 lift beam had never before been used on
a C881 (with its Alliance crane), there had never been any verification that
the lift beam would, in fact, work with that class ship. The LASH pretest
established that without modification it might not. Heretofore, assumptions
had been made on the basis of a test 2 conducted on a C981 LASH, the SS GREEN
HARBOUR which has a Morgan crane, that the beam could be universally employed
by LASH vessels.

Both LCM8 lift beams were placed on the deck of the LASH ITALIA.
When the load frame was unable to engage the first lift beam, the second was
tried. When it failed it was apparent that some modification was in order
before the pretest could continue.

The gantry crane's lifting frame has four gathering cones that
normally mate to four lifting points on a LASH barge. The lifting frame has
a horizontal locking bar that slips through the gathering cone, the lifting
point, and back through the gathering cone again to fully engage the barge or
LCM8 lift beam before hoisting. It was discovered that a raised lip on the
inboard edge of each gathering cone came into contact with the top of the lift
beam too soon, preventing the lifting points on the LCM8 lift beam from being
fully seated in the gathering cone. As a result, the locking bar that was to
pass through both was unable to engage and secure the beam.

Upon determinatio, of the problem, it was evident that the lift frame
(see Figure A.4) could not be modified on-the-spot. On the other hand, it
appeared possible that approximately 2 inches of the inboard lip of the
gathering cone could be removed without impairment of the ship's capability
to lift barges. The ship's captain and Prudential Lines did agree to this
critical modification and two cutting torches were subsequently used. Once
the decision was made, the cutting of the four gathering cones required approxi-
illitely 11, hr. Approximately 45 minutes after the cutting was completed the
two LCM8 lift beams were successfully installed on the gantry crane's lift
frame.

Avondale Shipyard, New Orleans, La., 12-14 November 1974. See Civil Engi-
neering Laboratory, NCBC, Port Hueneme, Ca., report entitled LCM8 Lift Beam
Tests- Outsize Lift Capability Added to the LASH System, by D. A. Davis,
dated February 1975, Report No. 55-75-05.
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FIGURE A.4. ILLUSTRATION OF FAILURE OF LASH GANTRY CRANE TO ENGAGE LCM8 LIFT BEAM
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APPENDIX B

USE OF LASH VESSELS FOR DEPLOYMENT OF LACV-30

This appendix describes results of studies and engineering calcula-
tions made with a view toward lifting a LACV-30 aboard a LASH ship equipped
with an LCM8 lift beam. No test of the concept has been undertaken as of the
date of this report because the LACV-30 was not available for such use at the
time of the LASH ship pretest. The calculations show that such a lift is
feasible. The advantages of ship speed and space aboard made the use of the
LASH ship desirable for deployment of the LACV-30.

BACKGROUND

No overhead clearance problems are anticipated in lifting an assem-
bled LACV-30 onto the open deck of an ordinary breakbulk ship using the de-
signed LACV-30 lift points. Unfortunately, these same lift points do cause
clearance problems when the LASH gantry crane and the LCM8 lift beam are used
to lift the LACV-30 aboard the LASH ship. The lift appears feasible, however, if
the effective center of gravity is moved forward by means of a counterweight
and different lift points are used along with a load spreading device. As of
the writing of this report no trial has yet been made in which the craft was
lifted. However, such a trial lift without a LASH ship but using a load-
spreading rig made from standard commercial components procured for the pur-
p)ose is expected to be made in the Spring of 1977.

THE TECNNICAL PROBLEM AND ITS SOLUTION

Clearances and Center of Gravity Location

To lift a load like the LACV-30 and have it remain horizontal, the
center of gravity must be directly below the suspension point. As a matter
of clearances, lifting the LACV-30 aboard a LASH ship with the LCM8 lift beam
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requires that the horizontal distance between the center of gravity of the
craft and the stern of the ship be limited to approximately 32 ft. Ordinarily
the center of gravity is near the middle of the craft, which is just over
76 ft long, so that the center of gravity is about 38 ft from either end. Some
adjustment of this location is possible by shifting fuel from one tank to
another, but such a shift will not accommodate the difference between 38 ft
and 32 ft. Assuming a swing crane is in place at the bow, a counterweighting
on the order of 6 short tons located well forward will result in the combined
center of gravity location being the required distance from the craft bow.

use of Cargo Tie-Downs as Lift Points

With the center of gravity so located, the LACV-30 would clear the
LASH stern and would hang horizontally, but a problem remains. The designed
lifting eyes are appropriate for the unshifted center of gravity. To make the
lift, provision must be made for a different location for the lift points.
There are cargo tie-down points available. The stresses from lifting from
single tie-down points, however, would be considerably greater than they were
designed for. Accordingly, an arrangement of load-spreading lift beams was
devised that ensure that the lift load is spread exactly even among 16
tie-down points.' This arrangement is known as a "whiffle-tree" rig and is
sketched in Figure B.1.

DIRECTIONS FOR LIFTING LACV-30 ON LASH USING LCM8 LIFT BEAM

LACV-30 Configuration for Lifting

The LACV-30 will have the swing crane in place, but the swing crane
feet are to be removed and lashed on deck as far forward as possible. Fuel

tanks will have half fuel or less. Approximately 3/4 of the ballast fuel will
initially be in forward tanks, but one operator will at first remain to adjust
ballast as necessary to make the LACV-30 ride level when first lifted clear of
the water. Fenders will be in place.

A counterbalance weight of 8 to 10 tons will be necessary 2 , placed on
deck as far forward as possible. The LACV-30 cannot operate on a cushion with
the center of gravity as far forward as is necessary for the LASH lift. The
counterbalance weight, then, must be positioned after the craft comes off
cushion and, furthermore, must be removed or moved before the craft can oper
ate again.

The LACV-30 plus counterweight must hang horizontally with the lifting
hYok directly over station 364 . This is the mid-point of the whiffle-tree

An informal opinion from a Bell Company engineer, who originated the use
of the load spreading arrangement was that for a production model of the
LACV-30 stronger dual-purpose fittings for tie-down and for LASH lift could

he designed that would obviate the need for the load spreader described.

Exact size of the counterbalance weight depends on how far forward it can
be placed.
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FIGURE B.1. SKETCH OF LACV-30 WHIFFLE TREE ASSEMBLY
(Used for lift of counterweighted LACV-30 using LASH LCM8 lift beam.)
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lifting arrangement. The placement and weight of the counterweight will be
determined during a practice lift. Some deviation from the conditions of the
practice lift can be compensated for by moving ballast fuel as required.

A sui~able counterweight would be any readily moved weight. One
solution would be to use a tank holding approximately 350 cu ft of sea water
(2,600 gallons), together with a pump for filling or emptying the tank in
reasonable time. Preferably the tank will have two compartments (i.e., it
should be divided by a centerline bulkhead) to avoid surge problems from
rolling in a seaway.

Procedure During Lift

The crane will move into the LASH lifting area with the bows of the
LACV-30 and the ship both pointing in the same direction. In other words,
the bow of the LACV-30 will move in toward the stern of the ship.

When the lift commences it is important that the first strain be
taken slowly. The water in the compartments of the LACV-30 must be given a
c"--nue to drain cut as the LASH crane starts its lift. If the strain is taken
tco quickly a heavy weight of water will be trapped in the craft and the
total weight could be too great for the structure of the LACV-30.

Cl earances

The horizontal distance from the bow of the L/CV-30 to the center of
gravity of the counterweighted LACV-30 (i.e., to station 364) is 31 ft, 2 in.
The available space is 32 ft, 9 in. Thus the available horizontal clearances
between the stern of the LASH and the bow of the LACV-30 is only 1 ft, 7 in.

The vertical height of the whiffle-tree assembly, from the LACV-30
deck to the top two 25-ton shackles at the top of the rig is 15 ft, 1 in.
To this must be added the distance from the LACV-30 deck down to the bottom
of the LACV-30 landing pads-4 ft, 2 in. The total is 19 ft, 3 in. The
minimum vertical clearance of the LASH gantry crane is assumed to be 23 ft,
9 in. This leaves a difference of 4 ft, 6 in. for the needed shackle arrange-
-ent at the LC'8 lift beam and for the LACV-30 skirt. This assumes that the

.r',-?r is perfectly horizontal (level).

,n error in longitudinal center of gravity location would induce a
to the LACV-30. This would decrease the available clearance. An error

Sin. ir the center of gravity location would cause a tilt of 2 degrees.
-s .;clId -ake the bow or stern of the LACV-30 approximately 16 in. lower

*t-> ,: tre L .-3C were level fore and aft.

I >ser<_ , o .,hi'fle-Tree Rig

The asser'bly will take place well before the LACV-30 is ready for
:-sitoning for lift by the LC1,2 lift beam on the LASH ship.
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The following are the steps in assewtly:

a. Place the 16 seven-eights-inch size shackles into
tie-down points. The shackle pin is I in. in diarm-
eter and goes through the hole in the tie-down fit-
ting. The 16 tie-downs are in four rows across the
craft. In each row there are four tie-downs across,
one in each of the four longitudinal rows of fittings.

The tie-down fittings are smaller than the lift point
fittings, which are identifiable by a plate in the
deck. The 16 tie-down fittings to be used can be found
as follows:

1. Starting at the two forward lift points, move

further forward 33 in. and 66 in. to the first
and second thwart ship row of four tie-downs.
These eight points are each to be fitted with a
shackle. Then start back at the labelled lift
points again. Move aft to the second thwart-
ship row. (A total of 66 in. from the lift points.)
This row of four tie-downs, and the row immediately
aft of it, are the second set of eight tie-downs
to be fitted with shackles. Note that when
finished there will be two rows of shackles each

33 in. apart forward and two rows 33 in. apart
aft of the tie-downs.

b. Hook each end of the eight 33-inch lift beams into the
shackles, thus connecting together pairs of tie-downs.
The long axis of the beams will be fore and aft, and
the eye in the middle of each will be up. Support the
beams above the deck with pairs of wood blocks. These
should be uniform in height but can be any height be-
tween 6 inches and 9 inches. These blocks will take
the weight of the 33-inch lift beams and the remainder
of the whiffle-tree, and prevent marring the deck of
the LACV-30.

c. The eye in the middle of each of the 3-ft lifting beams
should be upward. The hook at each end of the 3'-ft lift
beams is hooked into each 3-ft lift beam eye, thus con-
necting toqether the centers of the short lift beams.

d. The two 11-ft spreader beams have a chain at the top and
have a hook at the bottom of each end. Each hook fastens
to the center of one of the four 82,-ft lift beams.

e. The eye in the chain on each spreader beam is connected
to the LCM8 lift beam pad. One chain eye is connected to
the middle lug of the lift beam, the other chain eye goes
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to one of the side lugs. (This means tnat the center-
line of the LACV-30 will be parallel to and approxi-
mately 3 ft from the centerline of the ship.)

During the trip to the ship and away from it the only
shoring necessary for the lift rig are the timbers under
the 3-ft lift beams. The other parts of the whiffle-
tree rig will rest on top of the 3-ft beams. The rig
should be lashed down for safety.

Tie-Down of LACV-30 Aboard Ship for Sea Voyage

Aboard the ship (a LASH or other vessel) certain precautions must
be taken so the forces on the LACV-30 resulting from the motion of the ship
in a seaway can be properly handled. A cradle should be built from dunnage
irbers. Four shallow sockets should be provided in the cradle, into which

the four polyeurethane landing pads on the craft will fit. These landing
pads are designed to take sidewise loads. The sidewise inertial loads from
the weight of the craft can thus be transferred to the cradle, which of
course would have to be tied down itself.

The tie-down of the craft to the cradle involves restrictions. The
basic requirement is to resist "negative g loads" (when the ship tends to
move downward faster than the craft). Tie-down lines or chains to resist such
'nertial forces can be fastened to the forward and after towing fittings. Tie-
downs cannot lead around the sides of the craft as the sides are not strong.
As mentioned, though, the landing pads are built to take side loads.

Lowering the craft onto the cradle in the correct location may present
rinor difficulties, because the craft skirt will interfere with seeing where
the landing pads are. However, if a crew of men is available to lift an appro-
P 1iate part of the skirt, the landing pad locations can be seen.
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APPENDIX C

CAUSEWAY LIFT OPERATIONS

F CKGROUNi

it was anticipated that the most difficult lift would be the Navy
x 14 causeway warping tug. Lifting of the 3 x 14 causeway warping tug,

which is a self-propelled modification of the Navy's basic 3 x 15-configured
causeway pontoon, is a deployment requirement under the Navy's Container Off-
loading and Transfer System (COTS) program. Non-availability of a 3 x 14
causeway warping tug required that a 3 x 15 causeway section properly weighted,
be used instead.

Due to the length of the causeway, approximately 92 ft., the center
of qravity lies outside the plane aft of the LASH ship's gantry crane. There-
Fnre, a 3 x 14 or 3 x 15 causeway section requires a counterbalance forward.
'his would then Permit the LASH gantry crane to hoist the causeway without
tippinq.

Earlier design studies by the Navy indicated that a cantilever
evice could be used to lift causeway sections and other outsized equipment.
Iccordingly, it was in the Navy program to sponsor development of a cantilever
lift frame at a later date. However, a simplified version incorporating the
.,e of two modified LCM8 lift beams, the modifications to which are described
in Appendix A, was rushed to completion for the LASH ship pretest. This lift

J.J. Henry Co., Inc., LASH Amphious Dost-Assualt Support Mission, Phase I -
Comcepfual Design Analysis, preparea or David W. Taylor, Naval Ship Research
and Development Center, dated 1 March 1976.
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frame, pictured in Figure C.1, was delivered just before outloading operations
corenced. Due to the late delivery, Navy personnel had no opportunity for
practicing the assembly and disassembly of the lift frame.

ASSEMBLY OF CAUSEWAY LIFTING FRAME

The causeway lifting frame was hoisted aboard by a floating crane.
Approximately 212 hr. were spent attaching the causeway lifting frame to the
LCM8 lift beams. Six heavy struts had to be attached first to the lift beams.
wo were attached directly under the forward beam and were designed to transmit
the upward compressive load from the causeway due to the center of gravity
being behind the aft lift beam. The other four struts were connected near the
rin on the forward and aft sides of the aft lift beam. These four acted as
tension members. These beams were last-minute substitutions for special heavy
chains called for in the initial design but which could not be delivered in
time by the vendor. The attachment of the struts proved to be a time-consuming
effort because of too close tolerances for pins and fittings. The causeway
lifting frame was attached to the two LCM8 lift beams, the frame was then
rigged for attaching the causeway, after which the lift frame was ready to
commence hoisting.

Causeway Lifts

The first causeway lift attempted was intended to represent a fully
equipped 3 x 14 warping tug weighing a total of approximately 152.5 short tons.
The lift included a sufficient weight overload capacity so that the American
Bureau of Shipping (ABS) would certify the lifting frame. Approximately 84
short tons in weights were spread along the 92-ft. length, with about 50 short
tons positioned under the ship's gantry crane. The weights, repositioned at
the last minute, were shifted at the request of the American Bureau of Shipping
representative. As rearranged, there were only about 39 tons of the weights
under the gantry crane and the remainder spaced along the causeway. This ar-
r,-aqement shifted the center of gravity further aft of the ship's gantry crane
but was intended to be more representative of the weight distribution of a
x 14 causeway warping tug.

At 2220 the causeway lift was finally attempted. As the causeway
cane out of the water, its forward end began rotating forward and upward.
As the aft end of the causeway was rising more slowly than its forward end,
1-e weighted causeway abutted the ship's transom. At the same time the load
-Iime of the ship's gantry began to tilt. The causeway lift was stopped at

*nat time and the causeway returned to the water. As a result of the test
lift, the lifting frame was not certified for hoisting a load equivalent to
the warping tug. The combination of the heavy weight and its location too
far aft now appears to have exceeded the causeway lifting frame's capability
as a cantilever.
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An explaination for the aborted lift is offered in the event that
future use is made of the causeway lifting frame. The design of the LASH
gantry includes provision for a swell-compensating system to take care of
heaving and rolling motions of the LASH barge in a seaway. According to a
paper by a designer of one of the two available crane systems', the load frame
of the gantry is free to tilt and move with a barge in a sea way. The load
frame is a flat rectangular structure with four bell-shaped guides or "gatherinq
cones" at its corners. These guide the frame onto the corner lifting posts
of the barge. The load frame also mounts the hoisting sheaves. It thus
serves as an intermediate member between the barge and the four sets of wire
ropes that lift the barge. The hoisting sheaves are mounted on the load
frame by special linkages called "swell arms." These arms fold or extend to
compensate for roll and heave motions. It should be noted that the roll
motion of a LASH barge is the same as pitch motion for the causeway, since
the LASH barge is hoisted with its long axis across the ship while the cause-
way has its long axis parallel to the ship centerline. The gantry load frame
is free to tilt and did so during the lift simulating the causeway warpinq
tug. The reason it did was because the center of gravity of the total assembly
consisting of the load frame, the two LCM8 lift beams, the causeway lift frame,
and the causeway was located aft of the after hoisting sheaves. As a result,
the crane lift frame with its motion-compensating mechanism began to tilt until
near the limit of its angular capability. At that point the lift was halted.

A different lift of the causeway was successful the next day. One
7-ton weight was left in the center of the causeway and all others removed.
The causeway was reattached to the causeway lifting frame and the lift was
successful with the lightened load, although the aft end of the causeway was
approximately 12-18 inches lower than the forward end. The causeway lifting
frame was certified by the ABS representative for lifts up through 70 short
tons. The causeway was then lowered onto the deck of the LASH. Rough cal-
culations of the location of the combined center of gravity of the load frame,
lift beams, and the lesser load show the location to be forward of the after
hoisting sheaves (i.e., between the aft and forward sets of sheaves). For
this reason, it is further hypothesized, the lift frame did not rotate during
the second lift of the causeway. Approximately 11, hr. were required to detach
the causeway lifting frame from the LCM8 lift beams. The same problems re-
lating to close tolerances of pins and fittinqs also contributed to the
lenqthy disassembly time as sledge haniers were required to force pins loose.

Axins, R., "Engineering a 510-Ton LASH Crane," Iron and Steel Engineering
Magazine, Morgan Engineering, Co., July 1970. (Note that while the crane
described in this reference is not the Alliance crane actually used in
the pretest, the general behavior and characteristics are similar.)
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APPENDIX D

BREAKBULK CARGO THROUGHPUT OPERATIONS

As an adjunct to the equipment deployment evaluation, four LASH
barges loaded with palletized and vehicular cargo were also loaded and a
breakbulk throughput operation was established. Since most operations of
this nature have been done on the West Coast, this pretest add-on qave East
Coast LOTS exercise participants an opportunity to conduct throughrpt oper-
ations using a floating cargo transfer platform. Navy personnel augmented
with some Army personnel operated the transfer platform. Army and Navy
landing craft were used to lighter cargo ashore. Army personnel provided
beach clearance support.

EQUIPMENT TO SUPPORT THE TRANSFER PLATFORM

One of each type of equipment necessary for establishing a floatinq
cargo transfer platform was embarked on the LASH ship to demonstrate the de-
ployability of the system. These items were a 4 x 10 causeway section with
a Navy P&H model 640 crawler crane (30-ton lifting capacity) mounted on it,
and a 3 x 15 causeway section. The floating platform when completed consisted
of the 4 x 10 causeway with crane and a 3 x 15 causeway attached at each end
'see Figure D.1). LCM6 warping tugs and tender boats were used to assemble
the platform and position LASH barges. A mooring buoy approximately 800
yards off Green Beach, Ft. Story, Virginia, was used to hold the floating
cargo transfer platform in position. Another mooring buoy was used to hold
the barges until needed for unloading at the platform.

Other required equipment for floating cargo transfer platform
operations included camels (logs banded together) to act as fenders and
absorb some of the shock of barges and lighters tied up alongside; two
4,000-lb capacity forklifts to move cargo within the barges to positions
accessible to the crane's hook; a floodlight unit for night operations;
crane maintenance and support material for refueling, greasing, rigging
chanqes, and minor repairs; and a portable sanitation facility.
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THROUGHPUT SUPPORT OVERVIEW

Cargo was off-loaded from a LASH barge positioned on one side of
the platform and transferred by the crane to a lighter positioned on the
opposite side of the platform. LCM8s and LCUs were used to transport the
cargo to Red Beach where the transfer from lighters to trucks was made. Red
Beach was selected for the beach transfer because it did not have as severe
a sandbar problem as Green Beach.

Red Beach operations were conducted 26-28 August. Four 6,000-lb
capacity rough terrain forklifts were used for unloading lighters. Bull-
dozers were available in the vicinity to assist vehicles through the sand.
Routine procedures were used for discharging lighters. One forklift picked
up pallets in the lighter and deposited them on the sand approximately 30
yards away. A second forklift would then load trucks as they became available
on the beach.

Cargo movement across Red Beach was picked up and its movement
monitored by a documentation control team employing a mobile van that provided
a data link to a logistic base supporting the Army's Standard Port System
(SPS). The SPS mobile van performed limited water terminal cargo data pro-
cessing operations. Like the floating cargo transfer platform, use of the
SPS was an adjunct to the Joint LOTS LASH Ship Pretest.

OPERATIONS AT FLOATING TRANSFER PLATFORM

Once the LASH barges were off-loaded from the ship, they were taken
under tow by either LCM6 warping tugs or LCM6 tender boats to the floating
cargo transfer platform site. Initially, the barges were moored to the nearby
second buoy using a Christmas Tree mooring technique until the cargo transfer
platform was ready. Then the barges were individually called over to the I
platform where the crawler crane transferred the cargo to landing craft.'

Operations on the floating cargo transfer platform commenced with
the arrival of the first LASH barge at 1230 on 26 August. Unloadinq continued
around-the-clock until terminated at 1740 on 27 August when a crane failure
occured that could not be repaired. Because the transfer operation was an
adjunct, no instrumented wave recordings were made, although data collectors
did make observations on the sea state. A detailed description of events
follows.

reparations for Barge Unloading

The center hatch cover of a LASH barge was normally the only one of
the three removed in order to off-load cargo from the barge. In removing the
center cover, tagline handlers could stand on the two end hatch covers. This
permitted them to be on both sides of the hatch cover being lifted. However, in
movinq the center cover, working space was limited and they had to be alert

LASH barges are not designed to be beached before unloadin9. Their draft
can be as much as 8.8 ft when fully loaded (413 short tons) and their over-
all height is 12 ft. Their loading/unloading is normally done pier-side.
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to prevent being hit by the pendulating hatch cover. If an end cover was
being lifted, tagline handlers stood on the center hatch cover. In this case
there was not sufficient working space on the outside of the end hatch cover
for handling taglines, making the operation more difficult. The end covers
also provided a guide for the center cover when it was being replaced. Once
removed, hatch covers were stored on the cargo transfer platform. Only one
iteration of center hatch cover removal was timed and it required 11 minutes.
The replacement of three center hatch covers took 13, 121k, and 13 minutes,
respectively.

The next step in off-loading cargo from a LASH barge was to unlash

the cargo. For the first barge, which contained vehicles, this required
approximately 1, hr. The cargo in the center of the barge was off-loaded
first. For barges with palletized cargo, a forklift was then lifted from

the floating cargo transfer platform into the barge. The forklift moved
the remaining cargo to the middle of the barge so the crane could off-load
it through the center hatch.

Cargo Description

The four barges discharged from the LASH ITALIA contained a variety
of test cargo. Barge number 070 was loaded with vehicles and forklifts as
listed in Table D.1.

TABLE D.1

CARGO ON BARGE 070

Cargo Description Quantity

Trailer, utility 1

Truck, 1 -ton utility I

Trailer, 1 -ton cargo 2

Truck, 2'2-ton cargo 2

Forklift, 4,000-pound 2

TOTAL 8

Barge number 386 carried 63 rolls of concertina wire and 167 pallets.
a total of 230 items. The cargo description and quantity are in Table D.2.
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TABLE D.2

CARGO ON BARGE 386

Cargo Description Quantity

Concertina wire-rolls 63

Pallets-sandbags 96

Pallets-barbed wire 37

Pallets-metal stakes 32

Pallets-contents unknown 2

TOTAL 230

Barge number 144 had 143 pallets on board (see Table D.3). The
test was terminated before all the cargo on this barge was off-loaded. The
barge had 22 pallets on board when operations were stopped. No cargo was
transferred from the fourth barqe.

TABLE D.3

CARGO ON BARGE 144

Cargo Description Quantity

Pallets-sandbags 11
Pallets-metal stakes 12
Pallets-C-rations 79
Pallets-compressed fuel 19

Pallets remaining on the barge after
the crane failure 22

TOTAL 143
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Barge Cargo Off-Loading Times

Cycle times are given for the three types of cargo: vehicles, con-
certina, and palletized cargo. The vehicles were the first cargo transferred
and their cycle times are given in Table D.4.

TABLE D.4

CYCLE TIMES FOR VEHICLES

Cargo Description Cycle Time (Mins.)

Trailer, utility 6

Truck, '.-ton utility 7

Trailer, 12-ton cargo 28

Trailer, 12-ton cargo 16

Truck, 2 -ton cargo 11

Truck, 2 -ton cargo 10

Forklift, 4,000-pound 4

Forklift, 4,000-pound 12

Eleven lifts of concertina wire were made. Interruptions were en-
countered during six lifts. Cycle times and the reasons for the interruptions
are given in Table D.5.

TABLE D.5

CYCLE TIMES FOR CONCERTINA

Number of Cycle Time

Rolls per Lift (Mins.) Reason for Interruption

6 22

4 15

4 - Change lighters

4 - Inspect crane

5 - Change hook on the crane

7 - Fouled crane cable

8- Repositioning lighter forward

- Change lighters

7 15

3
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A total of 125 pallets were transferred from the LASH barges to
lighters. Nine cycles were interrupted and timings were not completed due
to lighter changes, camel repairs, a lunch break, and a forklift exchange.
The average cycle times for the remaining 116 pallet lifts are given in
Table 0.6.

TABLE D.6

AVERAGE CYCLE TIMES FOR PALLETS

- Average Average Number of
Number of Cycle Time Pallets

Type of Pallet Lifts (Mins.) per Lift

- Sandbags 33 4.2 2.5

Mixed 15 4.5 2.4

Metal stakes 15 3.6 2.1

Barbed wire 9 5.1 2.1

Compressed fuel 9 3.4 2.0

C-Rations 35 4.1 2.0

Other Observations

The cargo transfer platform was used as a temporary pallet holdinQ
area in one instance when a lighter was not immediately available. Twelve
pallets from LASH barge number 386 were first landed on the causeway and then
transferred when the next liqhter was moored.

Some of the cargo and pallets were observed to be in poor condition
,irlch slowed cycle times in certain instances. For example, metal posts were
not secured sufficiently on one pallet and fell off.

The forklift used for repositioning cargo to the center of the barne

Cnr off-loading was transferred to the floating cargo transfer platform once
'he barge was empty. Two timings made for this evolution were: 5 minutes and
!L minutes.

O(ne barge mooring was timed at 22 minutes. Two barges were cleared
Crom the platform in approximately 5 minutes and 13 minutes. The mooring of

landing craft required from 3 to 15 minutes. . the 15 minutes was in a fairly
rough sea. Only one timing of landing craft casting off was made and the
11. minutes required appeared to be typical.
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As the sea state increased, problems were encountered with mooring
lines parting. For example, at 1610 on 26 August, a five-inch circumference
(approximately 1'-inch diameter) mooring line to LCU 1510 parted and at 171C
two additional 5-inch mooring lines to the same LCU parted. The LCU cast o~f
.ar , was replaced by an LCM8 that could be held by the available mooring lines.
.t 1631 it appeared that a 4-inch (approximately V!,-inch diameter) barge mooring
lire v.'as aLout to part, so a new one was installed. In the future the Navy
rec'lrmends usino 5-inch moorin lines for barges and craft up to the size of
an LCMU1 and 6-inch (approximately 2-inch diameter) moor',nq lines -or LCLIs.

PE BEACH OPERATIONS

Linteragle operations on Red Beach beqan at 1545 hours on 26 Auqust
1976 when LCU-1661 attempted to make a landing. All of the vehicles and
trailers were landed on the beach by 1639 and their progress monitored until

delivered to the consignee.

Rough terrain forklifts off-loaded lighters at the shoreline and
moved the cargo to the beach marshalling yard. Times required to unload the
lighters are given in Table D.7.

Documentation personnel processed the cargo tallies and delivered
trem to the i'obile van. This action initiated intransit accounting for the
cargo. Forklifts then moved the cargo from the marshalling yard to the
trailers spotted for port clearance. With completed documentation (trans-
nortation control and movement document-TCMD), the cargo was delivered by
truck to consignee.

The documentation and movement control of cargo was handled without
great difficulty, other than the inconvenience of having to use couriers. Fur-
inn the period 1545 hr, 26 August, to 0715 hr, 27 Auqust, a total of 67 line
itet's of cargo had been off-loaded over Red Beach. Some redocumentatior vas
necessary when six pallets of exercise cargo came apart and had to be repacked
ir the marshalling yard prior to forwarding to the consignee.

7ne of the major problems at the beach was getting a dry ramp for
landinq craft. In low tidal conditions both LCUs and LCM8s had difficulties
arl, as a result, delays were incurred making their approaches. This is due
7 the rather gentle two percent gradient and 3.2 ft tidal difference..

-4Ule d.8 aives the beach approach times for the lighters.

Operations Research, Inc., Report on Results of the Conventional Breakbulk
Ship Pretest of the Joint Logistics-Over-The-Shorc (LOTS) Test and Evaluation
Pro ram, ORT TR No. 1037, 20 October 1976, see pqs. 16-20.
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TABLE D.7

TIME TO OFF-LOAD EACH LIGHTER AT RED BEACH

Total Off-Load

Lighter Cargo Time

Trailer, utility

LCU 1661 Truck, ',-ton utility 12 rin.
2 Trailers, 1U'-ton cargo
2 Trucks, 2 -ton cargo

LCMSACU?-18 14 Rolls concertina wire 45 r'in.

L C'18
ACU2-1. 9 Rolls concertina wire 17 min.

LEM8 12 Pallets sandbags 1 hr 30 win.
0592 10 Rolls concertina wire

58 Pallets sandbags
33 Pallets barbed wire24 Pallets metal stakes

7 Rolls concertina wire

L CMF 20 Pallets sandbags

5 Pallets metal stakes 56 min.
I Pallet barbed wire

6 Pallets sandbags
L (f1 3 Pallets metal stakes I Not Recorded599 1 Pallet barbed wire

2 Pallets, contents unknown

62 Pallets C-rations
LCU 1516 19 Pallets compressed fuel 4 hr 7 rin.I 11 Pallets sandbags

12 Pallets metal stakes

ACU2-20 18 Pallets C-rations 25 min.
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APPENDIX~ E

PICTORIAL SUMMARY OF LOTS LASH PRETEST
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46

!.It,. 140-TON CRANE READY FOR LOADING. The 140-ton crane, which had not
yet teen successfully loaded aboard any ship, was staged for lifting in its
fat-ically disassembled configuration. Attachment of the strongback to the
LC.Y lift beam required about 29 minutes.
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WI. AFLY HOISTED. The newly desioned and fabricated crane slingI worked
"'1',tdCtO'i ly, aS the Army's 11-ton c-ane was loaded aboard ship for the

t 1,,,t t ime. It was also the fir-st time a LASH gantry crant, had ever loadted
i1litary vehicle.
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W~ WAS C ~i2 [ 1 H1 T SI T he 140-ton1 cralne
*~ I 1.IW i h e t he LAS! I A[LIA was at anchor in the o pen

* : .;r~ L pjashes i t selI f Iaialst the s'tern oif the ship to
*n h in r' IIrw rorn "ht, port and starboard si des of the LASH
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* * )y CL[VARA JCE APLOUfAT[ In the LOTS pretest the LCYS ' i.j,
1v 1"-14 inche, between it and the ship's transom. In the AvOTI(ab,

th 1_ ,iIP failed to cilear the dark pedestal., see arrow, *(. ' 16f
; teprn. (In 11ho above photo the LCM8 has, not vet toor'

crno, ill rai sel nosi tine. It -ubsequenti v c loarp:1"!
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